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M

adam Speaker, I thank you for the opportunity to speak here today, particularly as this makes my 10th year speaking in this debate.

I cannot continue without first thanking the Almighty, from whom all blessings
flow. Without His strength and guidance, I would not be here.
Thanks to our Prime Minister, The Most Honourable Andrew Holness, for the
confidence he has placed in me. He has entrusted me with a Ministry that is
critical to this nation’s survival and growth. The Ministry of Transport and Mining
is today the number one foreign exchange earner and keeps our people and
others moving in all aspects of economic, academic and social life daily.
I thank my colleagues on both sides, for their support, advice and guidance.
Madam Speaker, I thank you for your steady hands but graceful dialogue as
you guide these proceedings weekly. To the acting Clerk and the staff a big thank you.
To the Acting Permanent Secretary, Dr. Janine Dawkins, and her staff in the Ministry
of Transport and Mining, thanks for the privilege of working alongside you.
To my Minister of State, the Honourable J.C. Hutchinson, thank you for your partnership and support in heading this Ministry.
To my personal staff, security detail and close advisors, thank you.
To my brothers and sisters, children, Kadian and other members of my family, you
have not only tolerated me but sacrificed family time, birthdays, anniversaries
and important events. You have been my safe harbour. I am grateful for your love
and support.
To the people of Western St. Mary who have given me the privilege to be here, I
value your confidence, love and support. I am here representing all of Western St.
Mary, not only the 9,700 who voted for me but all of Western St. Mary. I thank all
my workers, my Executive and Management Team for your work and worth. Your
efforts sent me here with the 3rd highest number of votes in the island.
Madam Speaker, I acknowledge the worth and work of our health care workers,
security forces, members of the Mining Industry and all our hardworking and
productive members of the Transport Sector. They have been heroes in these trying times.
Madam Speaker, as I view and appreciate the enormity of my task, in helping
“Jamaica recover stronger”, I have asked the good Lord not to lighten my load but
rather to strengthen my arms for with God’s grace and blessings, along with our
Prime Minister’s visionary leadership, we are assured that we will overcome all
challenges. In this assertion I am confident.
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THE MINING SECTOR
Madam Speaker, the Mining Sector remains buoyant, resilient and
strong in the midst of this pandemic.
I acknowledge the opposition spokesman on Mining, who has offered
his advice and support not only at the Mining Council but generally, as
I consult with him regularly. The Mining Council was his idea, and I
implemented it. We both understand that priceless privilege of serving
the Jamaican people. He does not only come and oppose, but he gives
suggestions, recommendations and alternatives. I respect and welcome
his contribution and recommend to others this professional and cordial
relationship.
Madam Speaker, there are approximately 490 licensed mining operations
in Jamaica. This contributes to approximately 3% of our GDP and
earned the most foreign exchange for the Country in 2020.
In 2019, Mining and Quarrying accounted for 51% of Jamaica’s domestic
export earnings.
The Mines and Geology Division continues to exceed our expectations.
The process of granting new licences, renewals and inspections have
vastly improved and I pay tribute to the Commissioner of Mines and the
staff for their exceptional work.

Life After Bauxite
The Jamaica Bauxite Institute continues to maintain its world class standards and works within the philosophy of “life after bauxite”. Our community engagements remain strong and we have seen MPs implement
various projects with the funds assigned to the people of their
constituencies. We have seen schools, health facilities and roads
expanded and repaired. Scholarships and tablets have been provided
for students, as well as agricultural support. These MPs are really using
the funds for worthwhile projects.
We have finalized an agreement with the Jamaica Castor Oil Growers
Association to undertake a programme to kick-start this industry. Our Castor
Oil is in great demand worldwide and we have seen others making products
and branding them as Jamaican Castor Oil. We intend to utilize our
reclaimed mined-out lands to plant things such as these.
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MAXIMIZING OUR MINING
POTENTIAL
Madam Speaker, the Jamaica Bauxite Mining Limited owns 51% of the
New Day/Noranda operations in St. Ann, the Reynolds Pier and the
former Reynold’s Industrial Complex at Lydford, St. Ann.
We will therefore continue to maximize revenue from our assets. On this
note, we are expanding the use of the Reynold’s Pier at Ocho Rios and
are carefully separating the cruise side from the industrial side. We are
developing a water project as the demand for high-alkaline water has
increased and we have two high-alkaline springs that we are seeking to
develop to meet this demand.
Along with Member of Parliament, Marsha Smith, we are moving to
regularize a section of lands that is squatted.
Madam Speaker, our partners in the New Day plant, are behind on some
of their commitments. However, these funds belong to the people of
Jamaica and we intend to use all legal means to collect. We have agreements and we have laws and we intend, with the advice of the Attorney
General’s Chambers, to use them. Never forget that we are a country of
laws.
We assure our partners of our highest considerations but the approximately US$2.8m that is owed to the Jamaica Bauxite Mining Limited
must and will be collected. Our partners clearly understand that
Jamaica is a country of laws and this Ministry carefully guards the
people’s assets.
Overall, our records show that our partners owe another US$14m to the
Ministry of Finance, in addition to the US$2.8m owed to Jamaica Bauxite
Mining. We are in support of the Ministry of Finance in doing what's
necessary to collect the people’s money for bauxite shipped.
Additionally, later this year, when it is legally allowed, we intend to
renegotiate the Establishment Agreement. That is, we intend to maximize
on earnings from this vital industry. As a matter of fact, we will be moving
to audit the whole operation.

CAP
The Clarendon Alumina Production Limited (CAP) is another critical
player in our bauxite industry. We owed US$137m on a loan that was
entered into by others a long, long time ago at extremely high interest
rates and unfavourable terms for the people of Jamaica.
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Our Minister of Finance, Dr. Nigel Clarke, the “Godfather of the Ministry
of Transport and Mining”, has paid it off in full and we are working to pay
off our working capital loan, to our partners. The first installment has
already been paid.
We have also triggered an audit of the operations of JAMALCO, to
ensure that the people of Jamaica are getting what is rightfully due.
Madam Speaker, our partners cannot be making money as a 55% shareholder while CAP, a 45% shareholder is making none. The Government
from time to time, has to borrow funds in order to help fund the operations.
We want to know how the expenses are broken down.
In addition, we are moving to regularize the operations at JAMALCO, by
incorporating the entity. We have a Joint Venture Agreement and want
to formalize the arrangements along strict commercial lines. It will either
sink or swim on its own but the people of Jamaica must no longer be
asked to subsidize the operations.
As a matter of fact, Madam Speaker, our Chairman at CAP, has written
to our valued partners informing them that we are ready to close the deal
on incorporation. As we conclude a few minor items with our partners,
we will then forward the Agreement to the Attorney General’s Chambers
for review.
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CAP and the Ministry of Transport and Mining are ready to sign the
Agreement for incorporation and we remain hopeful that our partners and
other agencies are ready.
Madam Speaker, it would be remiss of me to conclude the Mining aspect
of this speech without touching on some other important matters:

Providing Training
We started the Mining Training School in order to train persons involved
in the industry, so as to lift the standards and transform it into a more sustainable sector. I wish again to pay tribute to the member from Central Clarendon,
the Honourable Lester Michael Henry, for this idea and the hard work he
did to lay this foundation. The training has started and is being delivered
with the assistance of the Community Colleges of Jamaica. Excelsior
Community College has led on this front and we thank them. Importantly,
we have done two courses on Quarry Management already.
In addition, the University of Technology, our homegrown university, is
starting a degree programme in Mining this August. We encourage all
who have an interest to enroll. On this note, we wish to thank the Chair
of the Quarries Advisory Committee, all the Consultants, Committee
Members, Mines and Geology Division’s Staff members and all who
worked tirelessly to get us here.

Land Titling
Madam Speaker, as we developed our bauxite industry, in many
instances families were relocated, given a new house and new lands,
while their titled land was taken in order to facilitate mining activities.
Many of these persons have been waiting for decades to get a land title
for new lands they occupy. The process has been slow over the years.
We intend to use, for the first time, the Bauxite and Alumina Industries
(Special Provisions) Act, to speed up this land titling process by using
the power of vesting orders, contained in the Act. These powers were
always used to assist the companies. This Government, this caring
Government, in order to correct the wrongs and injustices of the past,
has decided to use it for our people, our citizens for “the first time at last”
– (Michael Manley).
Indeed, Madam Speaker, the Minister of State, J.C. Hutchinson, has this
important matter as one of his many areas of responsibility and I must
thank him for the work he is doing to ensure that families get their land titles.
Another area the Hon. Minister of State has been focusing on, is the
preparation and tabling of Annual Reports and Audited Financial Statements by the various government-owned companies that are agencies of
the Ministry. For too long, entities have treated this important reporting tool
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with scant regard. We are moving within the Ministry to have every entity
and agency current by the end of the fiscal year. It will no longer be tolerated where out of the 17 entities under the Ministry of Transport and
Mining, we only have 1 current, 3 one year behind and 13 within 3
years.
Madam Speaker, The Earthquake Unit continues to execute its duties with
the level of professionalism that it is known for. The work of this Unit assists
others in our region and is well known and documented. We continue to
offer critical support across the Caribbean. Our contribution to research
helps to drive a better understanding and builds on their body of knowledge.
Madam Speaker, energy accounts for approximately 30-40% of the cost
of operations in the Mining and Quarrying Industry. We have commenced
a drive to look at an alternative energy mix, that is cleaner, greener and
more sustainable. We are working with the Ministry of Energy, as we
look at various solutions and delivery methodologies to get us to where
we need to be. Hydro-thermal, solar, wind, nuclear, bio-mass and
natural gas will all be looked at and studied to see what suits Jamaica
best.
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Madam Speaker, as you are aware, there were some concerns by citizens in Trelawny about the boundaries of the Cockpit Country.
So I drove alone and went into the area and met with some experts in
geology, mining and development. These experts, Madam Speaker, all
went to the “University of Life and Experience”. The ordinary citizens:
too many of us speak on their behalf without talking to them. So I found
myself in the Cockpit Country and spent time listening and I learned a
lot. It was unfiltered and factual. I dutifully reported to the Ministry and
Cabinet. I also consulted with the political representatives at another
time. As a result, acting on the advice and direction of the Commissioner
of Mines, as the law dictates, (remember we are a Country of laws)
we have modified SML 173.
This change has resulted in approximately 6,000 hectares of land being
removed from the original SML. But this will be replaced with additional
lands to the Company, with SML 71. SML 71 is adjacent, on the east of
where the Company is currently mining (SML 165). By replacing what
was removed, we have satisfied not only the provisions of the law but
the Establishment Agreement and the conditions of the licences.
Madam Speaker, our Prime Minister has led from the front on this matter
and his steadfast and steady hands in creating balance between the
concerns of the Company, our agreement and the demands of the people,
is to be commended.
Our Prime Minister took the bold step to define the Cockpit Country. No
other Prime Minister took action, and although he went through a long
period of consultation, and came up with a boundary wider than what
was recommended by others, there still were concerns on the ground.
The people of Trelawny know their Prime Minister not only listens, he
responds. He gave a commitment and his Government has responded.
Madam Speaker, the Prime Minister also listened to the concerns in
St. Ann and has asked that we begin talks with the owners of the Bengal
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Development, to identify suitable lands with the same or better quality
limestone. We have begun preliminary talks with them. No decision nor
agreement has been reached but we have indicated to them our
intentions.
Our Prime Minister believes in, and is a champion for the environment
and will continue to balance lives and livelihoods.

Rare Earth Elements
Madam Speaker, there has been some talk lately about the possibility
of extracting rare earth elements from our red mud. It is a proven fact
that our red mud possesses rare earth elements. It is the extraction of
some that is of concern, especially the cost. The Jamaica Bauxite Institute
(JBI) is actively looking at new methodologies to do so and we have not
given up on this project. In addition, I have sought legal advice as to
whether Jamaica has any rights to new metals found in the red mud
being held in the United States. One thought is that the licence granted
was for bauxite and our laws (The Mining Act) says if you have a licence
to mine one item and in the process you find another, you must inform
the Commissioner and get his permission and ultimately pay your royalty.
Another school of thought is that once you grant the licence and the
product is shipped outside of Jamaica, we have no rights to the residue.
But regardless of which argument is right, we must remember Jamaica
through the Jamaica Bauxite Mining Limited, owns 17% of the profits of
the overseas entity.
In addition to all of that, Madam Speaker, I want to inform you and members of this House of a recent development. Recent surveys indicate that
there exists, potentially large deposits of rare earth elements, at a
location in Jamaica. Rare earth elements are critical to the growth of
the green sustainable economy worldwide. More testing is underway
and more updates will be made as soon as it's commercially advisable
to do so.
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TRANSPORTING JAMAICA TO A

NEW CULTURE
Madam Speaker, please permit me to go to the Transport sector.
Madam Speaker, I wish my relationship with the Opposition Spokesperson
on Transport was better. We have tried and will continue to try and bring
him into the present. You don’t have to oppose, oppose, oppose to be
a good spokesman. Let me remind him that the last young man from
Manchester who did that, is today in another place. Look carefully at the
new member from Central Manchester, don’t let her attractiveness “stunt”
you!! She is extremely bright and is a hard worker. She is not going to
give up that seat. So Sir, we can find an equally bright hard working person for North West Manchester, as a matter of fact, we have a young
man there, but because of the late entry he did not make it the last time.
Honourable Member, let's put aside the Partisan politics and come
together and work for Jamaica. We all will be better off. Come, let's work
together”.

Revitalizing Government Transport Provisions
As you are aware, Madam Speaker, the Montego Bay Metro Company started as a school bus service and has somehow lost its way. We
intend to invest in new equipment and reorganize that company. Right
now the JUTC has taken over the management and is doing an operational audit.
I met with the Board and workers and we are advanced in discussions
with the Ministry of Education and the local schools to form partnerships
to continue the service and increase the revenue, even as we have
already put in some cost-saving measures.
We must also acknowledge that in response to the COVID-19 pandemic,
certain measures were put in place that affected profit for almost a year.
We could only carry seated passengers. Even a child in Mile Gully can
tell you that there would have been an effect on bus fare collection.
The JUTC is having a similar issue, however, we have started costsaving measures. These have resulted in both JUTC and MoBay
Metro reducing their costs. We have reduced staff costs, we have
longer delivery times for parts as our suppliers are also affected by
the pandemic and the availability of shippers to get here must be
taken into consideration. We have enhanced connectivity, through the
provision of do have wireless facilities on our buses. Importantly, we
are also moving to diversify the available fuel types. We currently use
diesel and CNG but we will be adding biodiesel and electricity soon.
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We have fitted the El Hydro filtration system on 375 of our buses, therefore, reducing the need from 6 oil changes to one per year. We no
longer store engine oil at warehouses; this has reduced costs and
pilferage.
Notwithstanding the cost-saving measures being implemented, the
Company’s bottom line has been significantly impacted by the absence
of Additionally, there have been no charters since April 2020. This was
a healthy earner for the Company.
The Minister of Finance had reallocated the funds for the 50 new buses,
to the Ministry of Health, in order to deal with the pandemic. This is again
a major reduction in economic activity and an over $73b revenue cut. We
are confident that as things improve, the funds will be back in place. Some
of those new buses were to be electric buses.
Madam Speaker, sacrifice and hard choices are necessary to keep
Jamaicans safe. Furthermore, we offered free rides to our hardworking
essential service staffers in response to the pandemic. I take this time to
salute all our workers and thank the workers at the JUTC and Montego
Bay Metro for keeping our people moving, while keeping them and their
families safe.
Madam Speaker, the Jamaica Ultimate Tyre Company continues to
exceed expectations as we have expanded our distribution outlets and
are seeking partnerships with more government and private sector
partners. We are going to market for a new Managing Director and the
advertisement is out.
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Reviving Jamaica’s Rail Service
As for the Jamaica Railway Corporation, Madam Speaker, its workshop
in Kingston has been restored and a solar light project there has been
completed in order to restart the school train service from Old Harbour
and Linstead via Spanish Town.
We are working with the Jamaica Hertitage Trust to restore our station
houses especially the Old Harbour Station. In partnership with the JUTC
and the Ministry of Education, we are hoping to move our children from
Old Harbour and Linstead into Spanish Town by train. Then the JUTC
will pick up and drop them off at the various schools in Spanish Town.
In the afternoon the reverse will take effect. Along with the students,
teachers, parents, health care and other essential workers will be
prioritized for this service at first.
Last Thursday, the train went to Linstead on a test run. This is not talk,
this is a clear demonstration of the will of this government to build back
stronger.
Madam Speaker, we are moving to create a safe and orderly system
to take our children to and from school. We are hopeful that we will be
able to expand this over time. We will have one train in Kingston to
move between downtown and Marcus Garvey Drive to provide transportation and leisure trips or just to give train experience. This will bring
economic activities for the communities along the line as the train will
stop in these communities and allow persons to vend and to offer other
services. No big box stores will be allowed. This is an opportunity for
the "little person”. Only the people from these communities will be
allowed to interact with passengers. In addition, we want to rent out
coaches to different businesses so as you ride you can shop.
Can you imagine an ice-cream snack shop, pastry, souvenirs, juice bar,
hairdresser, sports bar, a restaurant etc. as you move along? You can
stop and buy your cane, peanuts, food, natural juice and other items.
That is what we are working towards after we have finished with the
school train service.
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We are working with the Development Bank of Jamaica, via an Enterprise Team headed by Mr. Howard Mitchell, to offer a Developmental
Lease to a bidder for the MoBay to Appleton Line. We will soon go to
market and will update you, Madam Speaker.
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Jamaica’s Toll Authority
The Toll Authority of Jamaica is working to ensure that our toll roads
continue to be up to international standards. Two escape lanes on
Edward Seaga Highway were recently redone and improved as the
Authority found that they were not up to agreed standards. In addition,
the end of that Toll Road in Mammee Bay is of concern to many as you
end/begin a Highway at a roundabout and when exiting you are coming
downhill and do not have the right of way. We are in discussions with the
NWA to correct this and a possible solution is far advanced.
The Authority, like you Madam Speaker, anxiously awaits the extension
of the P.J. Patterson Highway.
Let us use this opportunity to thank Mr. Robin Levy, our hardworking Toll
Regulator as this year will be his last year as regulator and I will place
on record our thanks and appreciation.

Transforming the ITA
The Island Traffic Authority has a new Director General, Col. Daniel
Pryce. We are excited about the new plans that are in place. We will continue
to build out the new structure of the body while we continue to implement
innovative plans. The Learner Driver Road Code test is doing well as we
transition over time to full electronic testing; we anticipate that this will
result in more persons appreciating our Road Code.
We continue the solar lighting upgrades and the digitization of our
records. Geo-fencing for vehicles that are to be examined is far advanced
and we have revamped the appointment system. In addition, the recent
rotation of senior members is a well-needed change as new ideas in new
places are taking place. We are moving to acquire four driving simulators
for phase 1 of providing stimulators as part of the yard test to ensure that
people have control of the vehicle before going on the road. The networking of each Depot is complete and they are all linked.
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Promoting our Maritime Sector
Madam Speaker, the Maritime Authority of Jamaica continues to serve
our seafarers with excellence. We are on the last lap of privatizing our
Ship Registry and we continue to work with the Development Bank and
the Enterprise Team to achieve this. Let me thank Mr William Brown and
the team, for the work they are doing, in this regard. We have received
high praises for Jamaica facilitating crew changes for seafarers in the
midst of the pandemic and many families are appreciative as not only
Jamaicans were stuck at sea and some stuck at home while they were
to be on ships. We continue to use our ports and corridors to assist while
earning.
This Honourable House amended the Shipping Act to incorporate the
Maritime Labour Convention, finally giving protection to hardworking
seafarers and having our hospitality workers under the seafarers’ banner.
This piece of legislation was historic and groundbreaking as the working
conditions of our seafarers was not in law. Our citizens now have legal
protection.
As we continue to face this pandemic, we are using the time to correct
some things. One of which is the lack of signs, especially safety signs
for those who used to head to the Cays for a swim or a trip.
Along with TPDCo., we have designed safety signs for six popular
beaches including Port Royal and James Bond beaches. We must inform
and guide our people when the beaches reopen, the signs should be in
place informing our people about safety on the seas.
Madam Speaker, Jamaica is now actively campaigning to retain our
position on the International Maritime Organization (IMO) Council. We
will return to the polls in early December of this year to retain our place,
allowing us to continue advocating for the development of uniformed
standards for international shipping while advancing the issues of the
Caribbean region, Small Island Developing States and Least Developed
countries.
The Port Security Corp, Madam Speaker, continues to play its part in
the security of our nation’s ports by removing drugs and other contraband
items from cargo. We have detected some 85lb of ganga, 2kg of cocaine,
9 magazines and 160 rounds of ammunition during personal screening
over the last year. We are working to reduce our expenses and by
recruiting more personnel, cutting overtime payments.
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Making Aviation Great Again
Madam Speaker, the Airports Authority of Jamaica continues to effectively monitor service delivery at our airports. We have accommodated
the Ministry of Health and its COVID protocols in order to protect the
country. We are also continuing our airport development programme of
US$89m (J$13b). This includes the Donald Sangster International Airport
runway expansion, shoreline protection and expanding the arrivals
terminal. At the Norman Manley International Airport, shoreline protection
works are also underway. A new police station at Ian Fleming International Airport, will soon be handed over.
We have before PIMSEC the Lionel Densham upgrade, while we have
completed works at the Negril, Port Antonio and Tinson Pen Aerodromes.
We are working on going to market to get a free base of operations for
Ian Flemming. We need a partner who will drive business there. In the
Turks and Caico Island, Bahamas and Dominican Republic, they see an
average of 30-40 private planes landing per day, while we see 20-30
landing per month at Ian Flemming. We are moving to change that.
Madam Speaker, the little known NMIA Airports Ltd continues to work to
deal with some legacy issues and we thank the Chairman and board for
their service.
Additionally, Madam Speaker, we are working to increase training
opportunities for Jamaicans to become pilots. We have upwards of
3,000 Jamaicans enrolled in colleges in Florida alone, training as pilots.
We are now working to stop that flow and train them here.
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We are working with the Jamaica Civil Aviation Authority (JCAA) to
remove some humbugs in the system but safety concerns will not be
compromised. We need General Aviation to grow again. The JCAA has
the highest safety record in aviation in this region and Jamaica is the
standard by which aviation safety is measured. Madam Speaker, we see
an average of over eleven thousand (11,000) within our Flight
Information Region (FIR) per month with approximately two thousand,
five hundred (2,500) landing at our airports. With the pandemic, we have
seen cuts but the numbers are going back up.
We have overhauled our safety system and will take charge of a Doppler
Very High Frequency Omni range antenna later this year at a cost of
approximately J$600 million and we have started the discussions for a
satellite-based Air Navigation System. This will allow us to increase the
amount of traffic through our airspace as we currently have to keep
planes forty (40) miles apart. With the new system, we can keep them
five (5) miles apart, thus allowing more planes to pass through, resulting in
increased earnings.
Furthermore, because we have responsibility for aviation safety within
the Northern Caribbean, this will help us keep track of all planes in this area.
With regards to encouraging General Aviation in Jamaica, we have
revamped and amended the twelve (12) year engine maintenance rule.
We have increased the maximum age for commercial pilots in Jamaica
from sixty (60) to sixty five (65). We are also working out a system to
provide titles for local planes. In this regard, as soon as we are done with
the proposal, we will invite the Ministry of Finance to take the matter
forward. This is vital as banks are hesitant to provide loans for aircraft
as unlike a car, there is no title for the bank to hold on to.
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We have a joint task force between the Airports Authority of Jamaica
(AAJ), the Ministry of Transport and Mining (MTM), Jamaica Civil Aviation
Authority (JCAA) working with American Owners and Pilots Association
(AOPA) to make it easier to fly into Jamaica on private planes.
I take this time to congratulate the management and staff at JCAA on
celebrating twenty five (25) years of sterling service to Jamaica.
Madam Speaker, AEROTEL is another gem that you hardly hear about.
This is the company that keeps the communication from ground to plane
safe and secure. We have upgraded our towers and installed CCTV to
improve security at our sites. We also, over the year, rolled out an online
monitoring platform to enhance governance. AEROTEL also is the owner
of KOOL 97 FM, one of Jamaica’s top ten (10) radio stations. We have
increased our coverage for broadcast signal and created a digital online
platform for on-air broadcast. As a result of this digital platform, we are
soon to launch a digital online television (TV) station, Kool TV. So we
‘Kool’ the radio waves, it’s now time to kool TV.
Madam Speaker, the innovative project we are looking forward to
launching this year is a digital two-way radio service for people in the
industry. It will be like a walkie talkie on steroids. We hope to launch late
this year in the Greater Portmore, Kingston and Montego Bay areas then
expand the service. This will allow airport workers and other aviation
workers and businesses in general to have an encrypted, safe means of
communication that is cheaper than cellular service. Madam Speaker,
good things indeed are in store.
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Transporting Lives
I now move to the Transport Authority.
The Transport Authority, Madam Speaker, is that body that regulates the
Public Passenger Industry. The PPV sector in Jamaica is no easy walk
and I thank all the persons who operate in this industry. It is tough and
stressful and it does not matter what you do, you seem to always be
wrong to some people. Our taxi and bus operators and investors sometimes have a thankless job, just like a politician. I want to big them up for
the service they provide.
Firstly, let me apologize to the sector and the travelling public for two (2)
matters:
1.

The amendment to the Transport Authority Act. I was confident that
by now we would have had this amendment but it is not to be as
yet. The organs of government sometimes move slowly but I am
assured by the technocrats that the amendments will be before this
House before this parliamentary year is out.

2.

The second apology is that I have noted a number of videos making
rounds showing some very unprofessional conduct by some of our
employees. What I am seeing is UNACCEPTABLE to this Minister
and this Government. Clear instructions have been given for this to
cease and desist. These are our customers and respect must be
shown at all times. Without our customers, we have nothing, no
jobs. This is not the culture of the Transport Authority nor the Government; it is not the culture nor standard of this Minister. This was not
the way our officers were trained.

I apologize to those who were hurt and offended and ask that they
proceed, if they care to, to the Public Defender or any other state agency
to seek redress.
We have launched investigations into these incidents with a view
to beginning to change the culture. Madam Speaker, the Authority has
also informed me that a Complaints and Standards Department has now
been established that will receive complaints of unprofessional conduct
and investigate these claims. Because equally sometimes things are not
as they appear, as people edit these video clips to push an agenda, and
wrongfully accuse our workers. This department can be reached at
876-383-3575 or 1-888-991-5687 or on WhatsApp at 876-551-8196.
This Department will begin now and eventually roll out to be an independent
body to hold up the professionalism of the job. Respect must be shown
at all times to our customers. We have a duty to be more professional in
the discharge of our duties.
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In addition, I see in the public space a call for a fare increase. Madam
Speaker, in examining all the factors driving this call, one has to be
balanced. We are in the midst of a pandemic and thousands of people
have lost their jobs; they are not earning. Equally, operators and investors
are struggling to keep afloat in some instances while the travelling public
is not seeing an improvement in the service.
We started the wearing of uniforms and some people have stopped, loud
music and tints are coming back and when the Transport Authority or the
Police try to enforce the rules some persons resist, sometimes violently.
We all agree that we cannot continue like this. The public agrees and the
transport industry agrees too.
Madam Speaker, I make an appeal to all motorists but especially those
in the public transport sector to obey the law; the directives of the Police
and the Transport Authority Officers, must be obeyed.
There is no need to resist arrest and fight. Cooperate then complain. I
am seeing too much resistance and I am also urging the travelling public
to encourage the operators to obey the directives of an officer, record the
activity and allow the system to take its course.
Remember, you now have a system to report abuse.
Madam Speaker, indeed our operators and investors are being challenged by the stresses of today. We must salute them, for the most part, to
adhering to the COVID protocols. Our operators in the sector must be
given special commendations for the role that they have played in treating with the pandemic. Our drivers whether in the private or public sector,
leave home, leave their families and in order to move the economy, puts
themselves at risk, as they don’t know who they are picking up and their
health status. In addition, they more than any other sector have a
pandemic called crime. They too are at greater risk as cold-hearted
criminals kidnap, beat and murder our taxi operators. Many criminals
even try to pass themselves off as taxi and bus operators.
Because of these risks and their dedication to the country, the Government recognized the cut in their income by government edict, as after we
asked them to pay for and license their vehicles, for a certain amount,
then the Government, by law, instructed that they must carry fewer
passengers. It is in recognition of this that we decided to offer a 30%
discount on the licence fee for route taxis and buses. This costs the suffering taxpayer $75m but we believe that it was well needed. We wish
we could do more. The Authority has moved over 90% of its operations
online, therefore, reducing the risks of the spread of the virus. We are
about to launch an app that will allow all our drivers to be trained via a
game-based app and we are in the final stages of development.
We have reformed the 8-year-old permits.
Before the changes, only approximately 10% of the vehicles imported
under this programme ended up in the sector. Today, you qualify if you
are a licence holder or have a badge for 3 years or more, as well as a
recommendation from an association.
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Today, for the first time, I am publicly inviting taxi and bus operators to
apply for this benefit. Others used the industry to profit in the past, this
Government wants you to benefit.
In fulfilling a Manifesto commitment, to help to retool the industry, we are
moving to classify routes so that the man who operates in the more rural
parts of the country ought not to pay the same amount as the man in the
middle of the town, who has a greater passenger uptake.
Today, licences are easier to get and the turnaround time is shorter. You
walk in with your documents and in less than a week you can get your
renewal. Contract carriage operations have been given a 100% discount,
since the bulk of them carry children to school and tourists to attractions
and because of the pandemic, their earnings have gone to almost zero.
We have spent another $75 million on this and the 30% discount to
Route taxi operators is costing another $75 million. This government, led
by the Most Honourable Andrew Holness understands the struggle of the
operator and the investors; that is why we assisted the industry to the
tune of $150m in this financial year. Madam Speaker, some persons
have not yet come in to get their benefit. In addition, under the “We Care
Programme”, taxi and bus personnel were allotted a special grant of
$25,000. Of the 14,000 persons who qualified, only approximately 4,000
people got, that's why we went ahead and implemented the $150m
programme.
As rough and tough as it is for the transport operators, they are the first
to tell you that the ordinary person, especially those who have lost a job,
is finding it even harder. We understand the everyday struggle of the
ordinary man and that's one of the reasons why I respect the workers
in the transport sector. They have a compelling case for a fare increase
but equally make a case for others in need.

Let others understand that we are all in this together, sacrifices have to
be made and I appeal to all, that you have a good and compelling case
but you acknowledge that others are struggling too.
To that end we must work together, we must be patriotic, I wish others
would be as considerate as my transport operators.
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I have engaged the Minister of Energy and he has brought Petrojam to
the Cabinet last week because the high price of gas is hurting my sector.
Minister Vaz I know you are going to find a way, but the gas price ah kill
wi!!!!!

Honouring Our Commitments
Madam Speaker, our Government made a commitment to the people
via our Manifesto and I am proud to say we have moved to fulfill that
promise to make legislative changes to allow the OUR to objectively
determine transportation fares.
That way the power of politics or emotions will not come into play but
rather, straight economic facts. We know that when a person is going to
buy or invest in a vehicle, it’s done on economic terms. Fares like your
light and water bill must be determined on economic facts. We will
stop the disrespect and disservice to the transport sector. Their returns
must be on economic terms, it's the right thing to do.
Madam Speaker, I again extend a hand of friendship and cooperation
to the Opposition Spokesman, as we continue to meet, consult and listen
to our stakeholders. Every taxi operator, every bus operator, every “backup man”, every bus washer, everyone in the public-passenger Industry,
knows that this Minister is not afraid to come and listen to and talk with
them. I walked and distributed masks and sanitizers; I have defended
the good in the industry and condemned the bad; we have carved out a
place in the curfew orders; we have placed our transport workers as priority for the vaccine.
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Madam Speaker, they know that this Government and this Minister will
go to the moon and back to defend them when they are right and will tell
them bluntly when they are wrong. They know I support them and today
I ask for their understanding as we build a new relationship and new Industry. We are talking to the Associations to become dealers for tyres
from Jamaica Ultimate Tyre Company can be cheaper for members. We
are encouraging associations to get a Car Dealership licence so they can
bring in suitable vehicles for sale to their members; we are saying to
them, use the takeover provision that's available. If you want to convert
some of your facilities to service vehicles in the industry, someone can
start a business to train mechanics; this transport industry is no longer a
hussle. Public passenger service is a business; a business that must be
respected and treated as such.
Let’s come together in unity and strength. Partner with us to offer new
services, free wifi where possible, start a courier service, a dispatch service
there are many opportunities and the ENDS platform can help. Register
as a delivery service on ENDS and earn new money. There are opportunities available. The Transport Authority will waive the charge for those
who have a red-plate and want to get a commercial licence for the next 60 days.
Let's make use of it and let's dream that one day the Associations can
come together and start a vehicle valuation service or even an insurance
company, or a credit union or bank. Do not let this remain a dream but
let's work to achieve it and make these dreams a reality. Madam Speaker,
as usual, I make myself available to members of the transport sector to
meet with them, so that we can look at other ways and means to make
the sector more profitable. We are extending that invitation. Let's sit and
talk. Let's come together and reason together for the benefit of all
Jamaica.
Come, let us put our heads together to find ways to increase transport
operators’ income and reduce cost. We are available and ready, just
come the table.
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Closing
Madam Speaker, it has been my privilege and honour to speak here
today. I am humbled that the Prime Minister has placed me in this critical
Ministry. We now earn the most foreign exchange; we are COVID
resilient; we are providing jobs, training and extended quarrying and mining
licences; we are moving to incorporate JAMALCO and will be offering
shares in the new entity to the Jamaican people. We are working with
our Chinese partners at JISCO, for them to come back stronger, we work
with our valued partners at New Day Holdings and UC Rusal. We know
that they face challenges but we are here to work with them. We are
developing the castor oil sector.
Madam Speaker, we are moving to correct the wrongs of the past by
ensuring that families get their land titles.
We are improving the conditions of work for our seafarers; we are
improving JUTC and MoBay Metro; we are improving the welfare of our
Port Security officers; we are moving to upgrade our aerodromes now
during this down time; we moving to improve General Aviation and moving
to carry in more private planes; we are bringing back the train; we are
improving KOOL 97 FM and will soon launch KOOL TV; we are adding a
new “walkie talkie” system as well as a satellite system to guide our
planes; and we are improving our Toll roads, especially by Mammee Bay.
Madam Speaker, we see the pandemic as a new beginning and it has
created new opportunities so that we can build back Stronger.
Madam Speaker, nowhere else are we balancing lives and livelihood
than in Transport and Mining with driving simulators and wifi on buses;
we are looking for cheaper fuels for our buses and mining industry.
Our transport operators and investors have earned new respect from the
public as they face their own struggles and they have recognized the
challenges of others.
Madam Speaker, we are moving ahead but one of our greatest achievements is that we were able to begin the small positive steps to break
down political barriers to create a new normal, and break ground for a
new day in doing the people's business. I again invite the Spokesperson
on Transport to come reason with me, come and I will make the facts
available to you. You don't have to get false information, we are open to
you, it's the people’s business, let’s reset the conversation, let’s build
consensus, not conflict. Let’s together start a new conversation, a new
way of doing the people’s business.
I have started today by being open and upfront.
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Let's show Jamaica that although we are on different sides of the political fence we don't have to be apart. Let's do the people's business
in a new, open and transparent way, let’s prove that it can be done.
I am ready and waiting.
Madam Speaker, I make this appeal against the background of
the challenges we face as a people and therefore ask the Eternal
Father, to teach us true respect for all, stir response to duty’s call.
Truth be ours forever, Jamaica, land we love. Jamaica needs our
love and unity more than ever.
Madam Speaker, if it so pleases you, THANK YOU.
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